UNIT 13 VOCABULARY

13A Activity 1
celebrity  a famous person, especially someone in the entertainment business
Colombian  from Colombia, a South American country

13A Activity 2
initial    the first letter of a name
literature writing that has lasting, artistic value
magic power a secret power used for controlling events or doing impossible things
manuscript the original copy of a book before it is printed
publisher  a person or company that arranges the writing, printing and selling of books
throw away to get rid of something you don’t want or need
translator  someone who changes writing or speech into another language
tune in    to listen to a particular radio program

13B Activity 1
factory    a building where products are made in large quantities
gas lighting lights that are produced by gas, not electricity
handmade   made by a person, not by a machine
inventor   someone who has made, designed, or produced something for the first time
lightbulb  the glass object in a lamp that produces light
room       space

13B Activity 2
charity work giving money and / or help to people who need it
Nobel Prize  an award given each year to people who have done important work
in science, literature, and other fields
physics  the scientific study of matter and energy, and their effects on each other
role model someone you admire and try to imitate
self-portrait a painting or drawing that you do of yourself
tragically  very sadly